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The start to this decade has not been an easy one by any means for everyone in
the world. The pandemic crisis has been an event many of us have not dealt with
in our lifetimes and has come with a lot of confusion and uncertainty. This is a
difficult time for many of us, however our beloved pets and horses do not know
any different.
If you have been significantly affected by the current pandemic, please don’t
eliminate your horses’ supplement or feed regime. Speak to one of our
Nutritionists to see how we can simplify your horses’ diet, saving you costs without
compromising your horse’s health and wellbeing. We at Hi Form are always happy
to help and support where we can.
Each horse will vary significantly, however ensuring they are getting the most out
of their supplements and feed is pinnacle.

Simplify your diet regime
If you feed nothing else, ensure your horse is getting its
recommended daily intake of vitamins and minerals through
their feed and supplement by eliminating any fillers and byproducts and instead combining Harrys Choice feed with a
daily supplement.
This will help to support their bodies on a day to day basis.
Given the unfortunate but inevitable changes in our
community some of you may have reduced time to spend
with your horses or limited riding hours. In this case, you
should be able to comfortably reduce the amount of daily
supplement you are feeding your horse.
Please speak to one of our Nutritionists for more
personalised advice as this will vary for each individual
horse.
If you are in isolation or prefer not to go outside, make the
most of your supportive community. Most feed stores offer
delivery services. We, as Hi Form are still processing orders
through our online store and offering 20% off our product
range due to the COVID-19 outbreak for the month of April
and free shipping on orders under 15kg. Head to
http://www.hiform.com.au/collections/
and enter the code: JustForYou20 at the checkout for 20%
off !
Your health and your horses’ health are our priority, we are
here to support in any way we can so please don’t hesitate
to call, email or contact us if you have any questions or
queries. We are all in this together.
Call (03) 9775 6422 or email enq@hiform.com.au

20%
off Hi Form online store,

Flat Rate Shipping
0kg–15kg - Free
Flat Rate Shipping Including Transit Cover Insurance
0kg–15kg - Free
Express Shipping
0kg–3kg - $17.50
Flat Rate Shipping
15kg–21kg - $25.00
Express Shipping
3kg–5kg - $25.00

use the code below

JustForYou20

